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This thesis presents wind tunnel results of wings of low-to-moderate aspect ratio (2≤A≤5) tested
at low Reynolds numbers (40,000 to 160,000). All models tested had a chord length of 3 in and a
wingspan of 7 to 17.5 in. Experiments were conducted in the low-turbulence wind tunnel in the
Subsonic Aerodynamics Research Laboratory at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
(UIUC). An external three-component platform force balance was designed, fabricated and as-
sembled to perform the experiments. The balance design methodology, calibration methodology,
experimental setup, wing mounting setup validation and historical data comparisons are described
in detail. Low Reynolds number tests performed on a rectangular wing having an aspect ratio of
4 and using the Wortmann FX 63-137 airfoil showed the existence of a critical Reynolds number
of 90,000 for which a jump in performance characteristics was observed. Pre-stall and post-stall
hysteresis was captured at the critical Reynolds number. Flow visualization photographs for the
Wortmann wing at different angles of attack are presented. Finally, aerodynamic performance mea-
surements taken for ten flat-plate rectangular and tapered wings are also presented and discussed.
A detailed analysis of trends from aerodynamic performance measurements taken for the ten flat-
plate wings showed a number of interesting effects with respect to Reynolds number, aspect ratio,
and taper ratio. No critical Reynolds number and aerodynamic hysteresis was however found for
the flat-plate wings in the Reynolds number range tested.
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With the emergence of large unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) platforms as an integral part of the
military, there has been a push to reduce the size of these vehicles to serve platoon level roles and
other forms of civilian aerial surveillance and reconnaissance missions. As noted by Mueller [1], the
research and development of small UAVs has exploded in the past 20 years due to breakthroughs
in miniature electronics (i.e. sensors, cameras, control, and power generation technologies) and
a large-scale military backed interest. This interest spawned the field of low Reynolds number
aerodynamic research. Prior to this, due to its lack of practicality, scientific engagement in this area
was infrequent. However, with the increasing use of UAVs (i.e. Predator, Global Hawk, etc.), small
back-packable UAVs are becoming more viable and sought after both for military and commercial
use. The current level of technology has produced a plethora of small-UAVs (i.e. man-portable
UAVs and hand launch UAVs) that are in service both in military and civilian environments. Most
of the UAVs (i.e. Lockheed Martin’s Desert Hawk, Aerovironment’s Wasp III and Raven, etc.) in
this category are of low-to-moderate aspect ratios (2≤ A ≤7) and operate at Reynolds numbers
between 50,000 and 300,000.
Similar to large scale aircraft, the aerodynamic performance of small UAV airfoil sections and
wing planforms is of fundamental importance as it relates critically to the flight characteristics
of the vehicle. It is commonly noted [2, 3] that, with a few exceptions [4–9], there is a lack of
experimental data related to low-to-moderate aspect ratio (2≤A ≤7) UAV flight at low Reynolds
numbers. As a result, two-dimensional experimental data [10–14] is used in the small UAV de-
sign process. However, the mutual interaction between the three-dimensional finite wing and low
Reynolds number effects plays a key role. Therefore, it is essential to have a comprehensive under-
standing of low Reynolds number wing characteristics in order to push the envelope of small UAV
capabilities.
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The goal of this thesis is to address the issues discussed here-to-fore. Aerodynamic performance
measurements for low-to-moderate aspect ratio wings taken using a custom-designed and fabricated
low Reynolds number wind tunnel balance are presented. Lift, drag, and moment calibration and
validation for the balance were performed and results presented. In addition, conclusions and
resulting trends are drawn from the aerodynamic performance data collected for a Wortmanm
FX 63-137 wing and ten flat-plate wings of varying aspect ratio and taper ratio.
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 details an overview of two-dimensional and three-
dimensional low Reynolds number aerodynamics. A detailed literature review of the current state of
low Reynolds number aerodynamic research is also presented. Chapter 3 contains details of the test-
ing facility and experimental techniques. The design methodology and capabilities of the custom-
fabricated three-component force balance is discussed and presented. The calibration methodology
and results for the balance are also detailed. Chapter 4 presents historical lift, drag and mo-
ment comparisons for two separate wings to validate the balance. Aerodynamic measurements for
the Wortmann FX 63-137 wing and ten flat-plate wings of varying aspect ratio and taper ratio
are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 discusses and presents trends from the results obtained
from Chapter 5. In addition, flow visualization performed on the Wortmann FX 63-137 wing are
presented to further aid in understanding low Reynolds number flow characteristics over low-to-




Low Reynolds Number Aerodynamics
2.1 Fundamentals of Fluid Dynamics
Prior to describing the characteristics of low Reynolds number aerodynamics, it is imperative to
understand the fundamentals of fluid dynamics over a given airfoil or flat plate. The Reynolds
number (Re) of a fluid flow is a non-dimensional value that characterizes the ratio of magnitudes





where ρ is the density of the fluid, l is the characteristic length, V∞ is the freestream velocity,
and µ is the dynamic viscosity. The dynamic viscosity needed to calculate Reynolds number is











where µ0 is the reference dynamic viscosity at the reference temperature T0, and S is a constant
defined as the Sutherland temperature. For the wind tunnel experiments performed in this research,
Sutherland viscosity law was used to determine the test section dynamic viscosity.
In flows with Re >> 1, the inertial forces of a fluid are much larger than its viscous forces.
This characteristic allows the use of an inviscid fluid assumption where the fluids viscous effects are
discarded. However, as alluded to by Batchelor [16], with the introduction of a stationary body (i.e.
airfoil or flat plate) and its associated no-slip condition, the inviscid flow assumption is rendered
inappropriate for most cases. The ‘no-slip’ condition states that the tangential velocity of the fluid
flow is zero as the solid boundary of a stationary body is approached. As a result, there exists a
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thin region close to the boundary of the body where the tangential velocity of the flow is retarded
with respect to the fluid as a whole. This region of fluid is called the boundary layer and was
initially discovered by Ludwig Prandtl in 1904.
The boundary layer of a fluid is divided into three separate regions, a steady laminar region,
the transition region, and an unsteady turbulent region as shown in Fig. 2.1. With an oncoming
steady flow, a laminar boundary layer initially grows from the forward stagnation point of a body
(airfoil or flat plate). As the flow proceeds farther downstream, there exists a transition point that
is dependent on the local Reynolds number of the flow and the surface quality of the body. As
stated by Kuethe and Chow [17], downstream of this critical Reynolds number, the boundary layer
becomes unstable and any small disturbances in the flow results in a turbulent boundary layer
forming. The relationship between the critical Reynolds number and smoothness of the body was
demonstrated famously by Osborne Reynolds in 1883.
2.2 Two-Dimensional Aerodynamics
2.2.1 Laminar Separation Bubble
Low Reynolds number airfoil flows are principally distinguished by their associated laminar sep-
aration bubbles. A laminar separation bubble (LSB) is formed when the laminar boundary layer
of a body encounters an adverse pressure gradient that is too large for it to overcome, resulting
in the separation of the boundary layer from the surface of the body. For airfoils operating at








Fig. 2.1: Boundary layer over a flat plate.
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ditions, the separated boundary layer rapidly undergoes transition to turbulent flow. The increased
entrainment due to turbulence causes the reattachment of the boundary layer onto the body as
shown in Fig. 2.2. As stated by Lissaman [18], the LSB formed is dependent upon the airfoil shape
and Reynolds number. At Re ≈ 100,000, the LSB generally extends over 20–30% of the airfoil
and significantly changes the pressure distribution by altering the effective shape of the airfoil. At
higher Reynolds numbers, the LSB shortens. This short bubble represents the transition-forcing
mechanism, and as long as its length is minimized, its effect on airfoil performance is limited.
As angle of attack increases however, the LSB grows and requires a greater pressure recovery for
reattachment. Eventually the bubble ”bursts” causing an abrupt stall and sudden deterioration in
airfoil performance.
An additional characteristic of this regime are its hysteresis effects as noted by Selig [19] and
others. When the airfoil stalls due to its LSB bursting, a reduction in the angle of attack does not
immediately “unburst” the bubble. This characteristic is mainly due to the inherent instability of
the LSB. An example of these hysteresis effects on airfoil performance are shown in Fig. 2.3.
As shown in Fig. 2.4, for smooth low Reynolds number airfoils there exists a performance jump in
Fig. 2.2: Structure of laminar separation bubble (taken from Ref. 20).
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Fig. 2.3: Low Reynolds number airfoil hysteresis effects (taken from Ref. 19).
REYNOLDS NUMBER
Fig. 2.4: Low Reynolds number airfoil performance (taken from Ref. 18).
the aforementioned critical Reynolds number of ≈ 70,000. Both McMasters [21] and Lissaman [18]
elude to this performance jump. This large change in airfoil performance is primarily due to the
boundary layer effects discussed previously at these low Reynolds numbers. A rough or turbulated
airfoil does not exhibit this abrupt performance change with Reynolds number as transition to
turbulent flow has already occurred. Similarly, the effects of the laminar separation bubble on
airfoil performance is clearly illustrated in the airfoil lift-drag polar shown in Fig. 2.5. The well-
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Fig. 2.5: Effect of laminar separation bubble on lift-drag polar (taken from Ref. 18).
behaved polar is similar to that of conventional airfoils at Reynolds numbers above 1,000,000; the
other polar represents the gyrations that can occur in the critical Reynolds-number range, in this
case at a Reynolds number of 50,000. For these reasons, the design of low Reynolds number airfoils
proves to be a very interesting problem.
2.2.2 Boundary Layer Management
As detailed previously, the high sensitivity of transition and separation to Reynolds number, pres-
sure gradient, and the disturbance environment play a critical role in determining the development
of the boundary layer which, in turn, affects the overall performance of the airfoil. Therefore, the
management of this sensitive boundary layer for a particular Reynolds number airfoil design is crit-
ical. To better understand the sensitivity of airfoil performance with respect to Reynolds number,
a short summary of a low Reynolds number survey done by Carmichael [22] is shown below for
Reynolds numbers between 30,000 and 200,000.
• 30,000 ≤ Re ≤ 70,000 : In this flow regime the choice of airfoil section is very important
since relatively thick airfoils (i.e., 6% and above) can have significant hysteresis effects caused
by laminar separation with transition to turbulent flow. In addition, for the range below
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50,000, when separation occurs, the flow does not have time to transition to turbulent flow
and reattaching.
• 70,000 ≤ Re ≤ 200,000: In this range, the laminar separation bubble is ever present.
Extensive laminar flow can be obtained and therefore airfoil performance improves albeit
taking into account the performance effects of the bubble.
• Re ≥ 200,000 : Airfoils performance improves greatly with increasing Reynolds number as
the effect of the LSB is diminished.
The LSB primarily affects low Reynolds number airfoil performance through form drag. Form
drag is caused by the displacement effects of the boundary layers and wake modifying the inviscid
surface velocity, creating a net aft component of the pressure forces normal to the airfoil surface.
A LSB contributes significantly to the form drag via the lower pressure over the bubble acting over
the aft-facing airfoil surface. Therefore airfoil design is strongly driven by the minimization of form
drag caused by the size of the LSB.
There have been several methods developed in literature with the aim of decreasing the bubble
size and hence lessen airfoil drag. These methods include the use of boundary trips [23], blowing
or suction [24] over the airfoil, and the most commonly used method, airfoil design (direct and
inverse) [18, 19, 21, 22, 25–31]. The goals and challenge of these methods is to force transition to
occur at a location close to the laminar separation point over as much of the operating range of
the airfoil as possible. The performance of low Reynolds number airfoils is strongly dependent on
the location of transition as that sets the length of the LSB and consequently the magnitude of the
drag rise attributable to the bubble.
2.3 Three-Dimensional Aerodynamics
2.3.1 High Aspect Ratio Wings
The flow around a wing at low Reynolds number is characterized by complex three-dimensional flow
phenomena as shown in Fig. 2.6. Two-dimensional airfoil data plays an essential role in high-aspect
ratio wing applications where the local flow behaves approximately two-dimensionally, and this can
be seen in the flow around central section of the wing shown in Fig. 2.6.
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Fig. 2.6: Schematic of flowfield for a rectangular planform wing at low Reynolds numbers (taken
from Ref. 32).
The classical lifting-line theory developed by Prandtl [33] provides a local downwash correction
to account for finite aspect ratio effects of the wing-tip vortices. Wing-tip vortices result from the
pressure difference between the top and bottom surfaces of an airfoil. The flow above the upper
surface of an airfoil has a much lower pressure in comparison to the bottom surface. Therefore,
as initially expounded by Lancaster [34], the high pressure region of flow beneath the wings would
spill out around the wing tips into the lower pressure region above the wings. The spillage around
the wing tips forms two main vortices that roll up and stream out behind the wings. These vortices
would be of opposite sign and deflected downwards thereby causing the lift vector of the wing to
be tipped backwards creating induced drag.
2.3.2 Low Aspect Ratio Wings
For low aspect ratio (LAR) wings (A ≤2), the lifting-line concept becomes of limited value as the
local airfoil section characteristics cannot be separated from the wing as an entirety. LAR wings
have two main sources of lift, a linear, and nonlinear source. The linear lift is derived from the bound
vortex flow associated with circulation around the wing. The non-linear lift is associated with strong
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wing-tip vortices that emanate from LAR wings. These strong vortices induce strong cross-flow
velocities on the upper surface of the wing resulting in a decrease in pressure. The resultant increase
in lift is the essence of the leading edge suction analogy expounded by Polhamus [35]. The leading
edge suction analogy states that the extranormal force produced by LAR wings at moderate-to-
high angles of attack is equal to the loss of leading-edge and side-edge suction associated with the
separated flow. The effects of leading edge suction can be vividly seen in Fig. 2.7.
In addition to leading edge suction, Torres and Mueller [6] stated that the strong wing-tip
vortices of LAR wings inhibit and delay flow separation. This conclusion was also eluded to by
Gad-el-Hak [37] who stated that, for LAR wings, the unsteadiness related to low Reynolds number
flow over airfoils is attenuated by its strong wing-tip vortices. As the wing reaches the angle αCLmax ,
the wing-tip vortex induced flow is able to energize the flow on the upper surface of the wing and
delay separation. The strength of these wing-tip vortex structures on the upper surface of the wing
decreases with increasing aspect ratio, and as a result separation occurs at lower angles of attack
and lower corresponding lift coefficients.
Fig. 2.7: Leading-edge flow conditions (taken from Ref. 36).
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2.4 Motivation for Testing
The push for small scaled UAVs over the past 20 years, particularly by the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in their Micro Air
Vehicle (MAV) development initiative [38] from 1996–2002, yielded the fruitful and energetic field
of MAV research. In context with the DARPA’s initiative, vehicles with wingspans less than 6 in
(15 cm) were referred to as MAVs. However, more practically, the less than 12-in wingspan was
used to categorize MAVs. In the fixed-wing category, numerous MAV systems have been introduced
as shown in Fig. 2.8. The most notable of these are the Black Widow MAV by AeroVironment [39],
the University of Florida flexible-wing concept MAV designs [40–43], the University of Arizona
fixed-wing and vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) MAV designs [44–46], the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) MITE MAV concept vehicles [38, 47, 48], and the biplane MAVs developed at
Ecole Nationale Supe´rieure de l’Ae´ronautique et de l’Espace (SUPAERO) in France [49] .
Fig. 2.8: Micro air vehicle designs (taken from Ref. 1).
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In addition to MAV design and flight testing, detailed fundamental experimental work has been
carried out in the aerodynamics of low aspect ratio, low Reynolds number wings most notably by
Mueller [1, 5, 6, 50], Mohseni [2, 8, 51], Laitone [7], Kaplan [52], and Vierendeels [3]. Although
MAVs have been proven from a feasibility standpoint, the practicality of the MAV concept however
still leaves much to be desired [53]. Due to the fixed wingspan limitations, MAVs that spawned from
these requirements were of low aspect ratios (0≤A ≤2). This was done to minimize wing loading
in an effort to expand its payload capabilities. Despite this, the payload capacity and endurance of
MAVs have not reached levels that are practical for use [53]. The current level of technology though
has produced a plethora of small-UAVs (man-portable UAVs, hand launch UAVs) that are in service
both in military and civilian environments. Most of the UAVs in this category fall into the low to
moderate aspect ratio category (2≤ A ≤6). In this aspect ratio range where finite wing effects
still play a large effect for low Reynolds numbers, the reliance on two-dimensional experimental
data would be insufficient. Despite this, there seems to be a a lack of experimental data in this
category as discussed in Chapter 1, and the ongoing work at the UIUC Applied Aerodynamics
Group intends to address these needs. This thesis represents the beginnings of the effort.
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Chapter 3
Testing Facility and Experimental
Techniques
All tests were conducted in the low turbulence subsonic wind tunnel in the Aerodynamics Research
Laboratory at UIUC. The small aerodynamic loads of wings tested at low Reynolds numbers made
it critical that the measurement and data acquisition systems employed were of high sensitivity,
precision, and accuracy. This chapter discusses the experimental apparatus and methodology em-
ployed to collect accurate and repeatable lift, drag, and moment measurements for low-to-moderate
aspect ratio wings at low Reynolds numbers. Detailed descriptions of the custom-designed and fab-
ricated three-component force balance, data acquisition equipment, calibration methodology, and
data correction procedures are presented in this chapter. Uncertainty analysis of the force balance
and measurement system is also presented.
3.1 Experimental Facility
The aforementioned low turbulence subsonic wind tunnel shown in Fig. 3.1 is an open-return tunnel.
The overall length of the tunnel is 60 ft (18.29 m), and its contraction ratio from the inlet to the test
section is 7.5:1. The test section of the tunnel is rectangular and measures 2.8×4.0 ft (0.85×1.22 m)
in cross-section and 8 ft (2.44 m) in length. Over the length of the test section, its width increases
by approximately 0.5 in (1.27 cm) to account for boundary layer growth along the tunnel side walls.
Test section speeds up to 165 mph (73.76 m/s) can be obtained via a 125 hp (93.25 kW) alternating
current (AC) electric motor connected to a five bladed fan. The power of the AC motor is regulated
by an ABB ACS 600 Low Voltage AC Frequency Drive. Photographs of the tunnel fan and inlet







Fig. 3.1: UIUC low-speed subsonic wind tunnel.
Fig. 3.2: Photograph of wind tunnel fan and stators (photograph by Gregory Williamson).
Detailed in Ref. 54, the turbulence intensity of the wind tunnel was measured to be less than
0.1%. These low turbulence levels were achieved by the use of a 4-in (10.16-cm) thick honeycomb
and four anti-turbulence screens located in the settling-chamber of the wind tunnel. Low levels
of test-section turbulence ensure good flow quality in the test section. Most importantly, low
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Fig. 3.3: Photograph of wind tunnel inlet showing the honeycomb (photograph by Gregory
Williamson).
turbulence levels allow for accurate measurement of low Reynolds number behavior as laminar flow
does not prematurely transition to turbulent flow [22, 51].
3.2 Force Balance
3.2.1 Design
A substantial part of the research work involved in this project was in the design, fabrication,
and assembly of a three-component external platform force balance (LRN-FB) that was capable of
measuring the small aerodynamic loads of low Reynolds number wings. The experimental setup is
depicted in Fig. 3.4.
The LRN-FB was designed to be conceptually similar to the University of Notre Dame’s UND-











Fig. 3.4: UIUC LRN-FB setup in tunnel test section.
wings were mounted at quarter chord using a wing-tip mounted sting. The spanwise axis of the
wing was in the vertical direction. The sting was designed to vary with the type of wing tested
(i.e., thickness, camber, planform shape, etc.) and transfer the aerodynamic loads of the wing to
the balance.
The balance consisted of two perpendicularly mounted platforms that allowed it to measure
principally lift and drag forces from the wing. Each platform used eight Series 6000 double-ended
flexural pivot bearings (flex-pivots) manufactured by the Riverhawk Company. As discussed in
Ref. 55, flexure’s are one of the main components of an external wind tunnel balance. They
are designed to ensure that the balance reacts similarly in all principal directions and without
hysteresis. Additional benefits of flex-pivots are that they are stiction-free and have, theoretically,
infinite cycle life. The diameter of the flex-pivots used on the lift platform was 0.3125 in (0.794 cm)
and the diameter of the flex-pivots used on the drag platform was 0.25 in (0.635 cm). The rotational
stiffness and strength of the flex-pivots were directly proportional to its diameter. The flex-pivots
used for the platforms was set at the minimum possible diameter based on the maximum applied
loads projected. The small diameter of the flex-pivots minimized its rotational stiffness thereby



































Fig. 3.6: LRN-FB lift and drag force balance platform.
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As shown in Fig. 3.6, the lift platform was mounted on the base platform, and the drag platform
was suspended within the lift platform. Both platforms were connected to SMT-S load cells [5.6 lb
(25 N) for lift, 2.2 lb (10 N) for drag] manufactured by Interface, Inc. via load cell mounting brackets.
The mounting brackets accepted different load cell attachment points to allow for variations in the
operational range of the lift and drag platforms. The platforms were pre-loaded to ensure that the
load cells were always working in tension. This approach allowed the force balance to be able to
accurately measure both small and large forces occurring in the Reynolds number range of 40,000
to 160,000. A detailed annotated view of the lift and drag platforms are shown in Figs. 3.7(a–b).
Within the drag platform, a US Digital R© absolute optical encoder (Model A2), a Faulhaber R©
DC gear motor, and a worm gear measured and set the angle of attack of the wing respectively. The
optical encoder was an optical rotary position sensor that reported its shaft angle within a 360-deg
range. The resolution of the optical encoder was 0.09 deg, and the zero position of its shaft could
be reset to any location. The Faulhaber R© 308:1 ratio DC gear motor ran a 48-pitch worm shaft
via a rotary-flex coupling. The worm shaft drove a 45:1 gear ratio, 180-tooth worm gear aligned in
the axis of rotation of the spanwise axis of the wing. The drag platform also housed a Transducer
Techniques R© 100-oz-in (0.71-N-m) torque sensor (Model RTS-100) that measured the aerodynamic
pitching moment of the wing. Given that the torque sensor could not handle axial loads, an intricate
setup was designed to house it. This setup included a 0.625-in (15.9-mm) diameter double-ended
flexural pivot (Model 6020-800), two large tapered roller bearings and multiple fittings. The goals
of the angle-of-attack and torque-sensor setups were two pronged:
• To allow the torque sensor to rotate with change in the angle of attack of the sting/wing.
The non-measuring end of the torque sensor attached directly to the worm gear allowing the
torque sensor to measure the pitching moment of the wing at each angle of attack.
• To ensure that only the moment loads of the wing were transmitted to the torque sensor.
A fitting attached the measurement end of the torque sensor to the sting via the 0.625-in
(15.9-mm) flex-pivot. The central portion of the flex-pivot was fixed with respect to the angle
of attack thereby preventing the axial loads of the wing from reaching the torque sensor.
A detailed annotated and sectional view of the pitching moment and angle-of-attack setup is















































Fig. 3.7: Annotated LRN-FB lift and drag platforms: (a) lift platform (front view) and (b) drag
platform (side view).
in Appendix D.
3.2.2 Fabrication and Assembly
Most of the components of the LRN-FB were fabricated and assembled at the Student Machine

































Fig. 3.8: Annotated LRN-FB pitching moment and angle-of-attack setup side and sectional view.
May and August 2011. The LRN-FB balance was specifically designed with ease of machining
and assembly in mind. Given that the machines available were a manual-readout mill and lathe,
most parts were designed to tolerance levels of ±0.002 to ±0.005 in (±0.05 to ±0.13 mm). This
tolerance level ensured that assembly of the balance was performed with minimal fitting issues. An
isometric view of the CAD model and a photograph of the fabricated LRN-FB is shown in Fig. 3.9.
Additional photographs of the key components of the LRN-FB are shown in Figs. 3.10(a–c).
As built, the maximum, minimum, and resolution forces that the LRN-FB was designed to
measure are detailed in Table 3.1. The values that are asterisked are limits set solely by the
maximum bending moment limit of the flex-pivot that attaches the sting to the torque sensor on
the LRN-FB. Currently, a Model 6020-800 double-ended flex-pivot is used. The flex-pivot was
chosen as it had the lowest torsional spring rate among the 0.625-in (15.9-mm) diameter flex-pivots
provided by Riverhawk R©. If higher load measuring capabilities are required for future tests, a simple
replacement of the 0.625-in (15.9-mm) diameter flex-pivot to one of a higher torsional spring rate
would suffice as its bending moments limits would also increase. The resolutions in Table 3.1 are
calculated by methods discussed in Chapter 3.3.2.
3.2.3 Alignment and Installation
A new tunnel section ceiling was built to accommodate the LRN-FB balance during testing.

























Fig. 3.10: UIUC LRN-FB components: (a) flexural pivot, (b) lift load cell and (c) gear motor to
worm gear setup.
Table 3.1: Force balance aerodynamic loads
Property Units Maximum Minimum Resolution
L lb (g) 2.50* (1134*) −2.50* (−1134) 0.0013 (0.6)
D lb (g) 2.50* (1134*) 0.01 (0.5) 0.0013 (0.6)
Mc/4 oz-in (N-m) 89.1 (0.63) −89.1 (−0.63) 0.06 (0.0004)
* Limits set solely by the maximum bending moment limit of the 0.625-in (15.9-mm)
flex-pivot that attaches the sting to the torque sensor.
sen as it was low cost, light weight, and did not chip easily in comparison with plywood. Care was
taken to ensure that the necessary mounting holes drilled into the ceiling were accurate as they
determined the final alignment of the LRN-FB with respect to the tunnel. The alignment of the




3.3.1 Data Acquisition System
A PC with a National Instruments (NI) PCI-6052E data acquisition board was used to communicate
with the wind tunnel and the force balance. The NI PCI-6052E has a varying resolution of 0.047–
0.070 % of the full-scale reading and 16 analog input channels. The sampling rate of the PCI-
6052E is 333,000 samples/second and given its resolution, an analog input full-scale range of ±10 V
provides an accuracy of ±4.747 mV.
The National Instruments Labview R© 2010 graphical user interface (GUI) software was used
for recording and processing the raw force, moment and flow condition data during testing. The
easy-to-use GUI also allowed commands and tasks to be sent via the data acquisition board to
the different components of the wind tunnel and experimental setup. During a run, the entire
data-acquisition process was automated. The Labview R© interface set and maintained the Reynolds
number within the test section and the angle of attack of the wing, acquired raw data (dynamic
pressure, lift, drag, pitching moment, angle of attack, ambient temperature and ambient pressure),
and finally reduced and plotted the data graphically during a run for realtime inspection. Once a
run was complete, the data was corrected using correction methods detailed in Chapter 3.8. Raw,
corrected and conditions data at all angles of attack tested were saved to different output files for
future data reduction.
3.3.2 Lift, Drag, and Pitching Moment Measurements
Raw lift, drag and moment signals from the load and torque cells were voltages based on its rated
output and excitation voltage. The primary load cells used for lift and drag measurements were
Interface Inc. SMT S-Type 5.6 lb (25 N) and 2.2 lb (10 N) load cells. These load cells had a nominal
rated output of 2.0 mV/V. With a fixed excitation voltage of 10 V, the raw signals from the load
cells were signal conditioned using a Vishay Measurement Group Model 2210A signal conditioning
amplifier. The signal conditioning amplifier low-pass filtered the raw signals at 10 Hz and amplified
it with a gain of X100. The signal-conditioned signals were then read by the NI data acquisition
board. As a result, the full-scale range and resolution accuracy of the lift and drag analog input
signals were ±2 V and 1.190 mV respectively. Consequently, given the 2.2-lb (998 g) capacity drag
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cell, the drag measurement was accurate to a resolution of 0.0013 lb (0.6 g).
Similarly, the primary torque cell used for pitching moment measurements was the Transducer
Techniques RTS-100 low capacity torque sensor. The maximum capacity of the RTS-100 is 100 oz-
in (0.71 oz-in) and its rated output is 1.5 mV/V. The same excitation voltage, low-pass filter, gain
value, full-scale range and resolution was used, allowing the moment measurement to be accurate
down to a resolution of 0.0595 oz-in (0.00042 N-m).
Raw signals for lift, drag and moment were sampled at a rate of 3,000 samples/second. At each
angle of attack, 30,000 samples were averaged for each signal to overcome the small time-dependent
fluctuations in tunnel speed due to the inertia of both the drive system and air at low speeds. Each
run involved taking measurements of the wing at both increasing and decreasing angles of attack
to capture any aerodynamic hysteresis.
3.3.3 Freestream Velocity Measurements
Measurement of freestream velocity within the test section was done by taking the pressure differ-
ence between the tunnel settling section (inlet), Pss, and test section, Pts, static pressures. The
tunnel settling-section static pressure was taken from four static ports located just downstream of
the anti-turbulence screens. Four static ports located slightly upstream of the test section were used
for the test-section static pressures. The pneumatically averaged static pressures were connected
to three separate differential pressure transducers, a Setra R© Model 239 [56], a 1-Torr Baratron R©
Model 220 [57] and a 10 Torr Baratron R© Model 221 [58]. The pressure transducer used depended
on the speed at which the tests were run. For all runs, differential pressures from the less-accurate
Setra and a chosen Baratron transducer were taken. The Setra transducer served as a check for the
freestream velocities calculated by the Baratron transducer. Derived from Bernoulli’s incompress-
ible equation and conservation of mass, the freestream velocity in the test section was determined
by Eq. 3.1.
V∞ =








where ρamb is the ambient air density calculated using Eq. 3.2, and Ats and Ass are the respective
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where R is the ideal gas constant, Pamb is the ambient atmospheric pressure, and Tamb is the ambient
temperature. The ambient pressure was measured using a Setra model 270 pressure transducer and
the ambient temperature was taken using a ±1 deg R accurate Omega Model CJ thermocouple
that was mounted to the side of the tunnel.
3.3.4 Angle of Attack Measurements
The angle of attack (α) measurements were taken using a US Digital R© A2 optical encoder as
discussed in Chapter 3.2.1. The A2 used a serial encoder interface (SEI) that communicated with
the Labview R© tunnel code via a RS-232 serial port.
Prior to testing, it was imperative that the measured α of a wing matched its true α as this
directly affected the recorded performance of a wing. Therefore, the zero α of wings tested was set
by aligning the wing reference chord line to the tunnel centerline. The angle-of-attack alignment
of a wing became complicated when a wing with a cambered airfoil was tested. An angle-of-attack
jig shown in Fig. 3.11(a) was designed to conform with a 0.02-in (0.51-mm) offset to the outline
of the wing airfoil. An indented camber line of the airfoil extends from both ends of the jig. The
angle-of-attack jig was created by the stereolithography (SLA R©) rapid prototyping method (further
discussed in Chapter 3.5) to ensure part accuracy. The alignment method used was purely manual
and somewhat reliant on the eyes of the person testing. It was however found to be accurate to
0.2 deg, approximately double the resolution of the optical encoder. As shown in Fig. 3.11(b),
alignment was performed with the help of two plumb bobs that extended from the camber line of
the angle-of-attack jig to the tunnel floor. The plumb bobs had sharp tips that allowed the user to




















Fig. 3.11: Angle-of-attack alignment method: (a) angle-of-attack jig and (b) alignment method.
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3.4 Force and Moment Calibration
Although the LRN-FB was designed so that the lift L, drag D, and moment M measured were
pure and with minimal interactions, there always exists some first- or second-order interactions
(e.g. lift and drag platforms not exactly perpendicular) between the different parts of the balance
under loading. A calibration matrix was created for the LRN-FB to account for these effects. The
calibration matrix took the signal-conditioned lift, drag, and moment voltages and determined the
true lift, drag, and moment loads that a wing faced.
As discussed in Ref. 55, a calibration matrix can be determined by loading and recording the
outputs of all three component output devices for each load applied. A calibration setup was
created to perform lift, drag, and moment calibration as shown in Figs. 3.12(a–b). The calibration
setup consisted of pulleys, attachment strings, calibration weight holders, alignment bobs, and test
weights of known magnitude.
The lift and drag calibration setup shown in Fig. 3.12(a) involved aligning the pulleys per-
pendicular and parallel to the tunnel centerline respectively. The sting of the force balance was
extended to the vertical spanwise center of the tunnel. Strings attached to the calibration weight
holders were connected to the sting at this point. The vertical spanwise center of the tunnel was
chosen as it was the center span location of all wings tested. Care was taken to ensure that the
strings were level and properly aligned.
The moment calibration setup used an additional extension plate that had perforated holes
spaced at known locations with respect to the centerline of the sting. The extension plate was
aligned with the tunnel centerline and created a moment arm to which the loads could be applied.
Pulley systems similar to that used for lift and drag calibration were also used. Equal and opposite
loads were applied to equally spaced ends of the extension plate to ensure that no lift forces were
inadvertently applied.
3.4.1 Linear Calibration (Lift and Drag)
Lift and drag calibration was performed linearly. Linear calibration was performed by loading the






























Fig. 3.12: LRN-FB calibration setup: (a) lift and drag calibration and, (b) moment calibration.
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its maximum value and back down to zero to ensure linearity of load readings in both directions.
With each loading, all three force and moment measurements were taken. Once all measurements
for a particular loading were taken, linear fits for the three measurements were performed and
recorded. The linear fits yielded a total of nine coefficients, KL,L, KL,D, KL,M ; KD,L, KD,D,
KD,M ; and KM,L, KM,D, KM,M , where the first letter in the subscript refers to the readings of
the output device and the second letter in the subscript refers to the type of applied load. For
example, KL,D refers to the linear fit coefficient of a lift reading due to a drag applied load. The
nine coefficients created matrix K that related the load applied to the balance reading by Eq. 3.3.
The calibration matrix, K−1, was obtained by inverting the K matrix. The true load (H) equation






























When a calibration matrix is created, its coefficients correspond to the conditions and settings
of the force balance at the time of calibration. This means that the coefficients of a calibration
matrix are different if changes are made to the force balance that include different load cells, load
cell mounting locations, and sting replacements. Slight differences in the calibration coefficients
are also seen due to drift and different tunnel ambient conditions. All measurements taken for this
thesis were with the force balance in the following configuration.
1. Lift: 5.6-lb (25-N) Model SMT-S load cell located at the topmost hole of the lift load cell
mounting bracket.
2. Drag: 2.2-lb (10-N) Model SMT-S load cell located at the topmost hole of the drag load cell
mounting bracket.
3. Moment: 100-oz.in (0.71-N-m) Model RTS-100 torque cell attached to a Model 6020-800
flex-pivot.
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A Labview R© sub-code was created to help in the creation of the calibration matrix and aid
the process of calibration detailed above. The final calibration matrix, K−1 and balance output













2.7341063RdgL − 0.0185891RdgD + 0.0137825RdgM
−0.0115399RdgL + 1.1303588RdgD − 0.0000320RdgM
−0.1303852RdgL − 0.0008865RdgD + 5.1350323RdgM
 (3.6)
3.4.2 Non-linear Calibration (Moment)
Although linear calibration was found to be accurate for lift and drag, moment was calibrated
non-linearly in an effort to improve its accuracy. Non-linear calibration accounts for both first- and
second-order effects of the forces measured. In addition, the non-linear method also accounts for
interactions from combination forces (i.e. lift and drag, drag and moment, and lift and moment). A
second-degree (quadratic) polynomial fit was applied for the pure lift, drag, and moment loadings
previously performed. The second-degree polynomial fit created 18 constants. With an applied
moment load, the constants obtained were, CM,L, CM,LL, CM,D, CM,DD, CM,M , CM,MM . When
only a moment load is applied,
RdgM = CM,MHM + CM,MMH
2
M (3.7)
where RdgM is the moment load cell reading and HM is the true moment load. Lift and drag
constants were also similarly found to create the linear (C1) and quadratic (C2) coefficient matrices




















Once pure load calibration was performed, lift-drag, drag-moment, and lift-moment load inter-
action calibration was performed. Lift-drag load interaction calibration was performed by adding
incremental known loadings in the lift and drag directions and taking lift, drag, and moment
measurements. Loadings are done in both directions to ensure linearity of load readings. Once
all measurements for a particular loading were taken, linear fits for the three measurements were
performed and recorded. These steps were also performed for drag-moment and lift-moment cali-










Using the linear, quadratic and interaction coefficient matrices, an iterative reverse calibration
method detailed in Refs. 59–61 was implemented in Labview to obtain true moment loads realtime






















































Given that Rdg, C1, C2, and C3 are known, H is obtained by the following iterative method.










































































According to Ref. 60, solutions should converge between 2 to 10 iterations to provide the
final calculated applied loads. To re-iterate, only moment loads were calculated by the non-linear
method. Lift and drag were calculated using the linear method.
3.5 Wind Tunnel Models
All models tested in this thesis were rapid prototyped using stereolithography (SLA R©) technology.
SLA allows three-dimensional models to be created with the use of a computer-controlled process
that involves layering successions of curable material based on the cross section of the model. The
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wings created with this process conformed to tolerances of about ±0.005 in (0.127 mm) [62] ensuring
model accuracy and surface quality. Curing materials used for the wings were chosen based on the
final rigidity of the material. High rigidity was required as the wings were to be placed under high
loading conditions.
A Wortmann FX 63-137 rectangular (λ=1) wing with an aspect ratio (A) of 4 was chosen as a
test validation case. The availability of experimental data in literature [4, 63] made it a good choice
for validation. An aspect ratio of 4 was chosen as it represented the mean aspect ratio of wings
intended to be tested with the balance. To aid in validation, an additional rectangular flat-plate
wing with anA of 3 was chosen as a benchmark for low aspect ratio flat plate measurements. The
A-3 flat-plate wing was designed to emulate that tested by Pelletier and Mueller,[5] and Shields
and Mohseni [8]. The key differences though was that the thickness-to-chord ratio of the flat-plate
model was 4.3% in comparison with 2.6% in Refs. 5 and 8. In addition, the flat-plate model was
designed to have a 10-to-1 elliptical trailing edge thickness ratio instead of the 5-to-1 ratio used by
Refs. 5 and 8.
The airfoils used for the Wortmann and A-3 flat-plate wings are shown in Fig. 3.13. The
Wortmann FX 63-137 airfoil was a modification of a smooth version obtained from the UIUC
Airfoil Database [64]. The subsonic airfoil development system, XFOIL [65], was used to modify
the thickness of the trailing edge of the airfoil to 0.02 in (0.51 mm) while ensuring that the airfoil
pressure distribution was not substantially affected. A finite thickness was set to ensure that the
trailing edge of the completed wing would not easily break under loading. The coordinates for the
modified FX 63-137 airfoil are listed in Appendix A. The airfoil used for theA-3 flat-plate model
was easily created in SolidWorks R© using two straight lines and two half-ellipses.
Once both validation cases were completed, nine additional flat-plate wings were tested as
shown in Table 3.2. The flat-plate models were manufactured to the same airfoil configuration as
that of the A-3 validation wing. A flat-plate airfoil was chosen for testing as it serves as a good
baseline to observe and decipher the effects of Reynolds number, aspect ratio, and taper ratio on
low-to-moderate aspect ratio wings. In addition, the geometries and Reynolds numbers tested were
those typically used for small-scale UAV wings and stabilizers.
Variations in taper ratios for the all wings were done about the quarter chord. This ensured














10-to-1 Elliptical Trailing Edge
5-to-1 Elliptical Leading Edge
Fig. 3.13: Airfoils of wings tested: Wortmann FX 63-137 airfoil (smooth) and 5-to-1 elliptical
leading edge, 10-to-1 elliptical trailing edge flat plate.
Table 3.2: Flat-plate model test matrix.
A
2 3 4 5
λ
0.5 0.5 0.5 -
0.75 0.75 0.75 -
1 1 1 1
3.5 in was chosen for all wings tested. The 3.5-in mean aerodynamic chord minimized the Reynolds
numbers that could be tested in the wind tunnel before flow speed unsteadiness became an issue.
In addition, the model span fraction (MSF ) of all the wings tested was to be kept under 0.8. The
MSF is the ratio of the wingspan (b) to the spanwise width (H) of the test section. According to
Refs. 55 and 66, a MSF value that is less than 0.8 is desirable in order for standard wind tunnel
corrections to apply. All wings tested fall under this limitation with the maximum MSF being 0.52.































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 3.14: Isometric view of all wings tested.
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3.6 Flow Visualization Technique
Flow visualization techniques provide an important tool for aerodynamicists to understand or
identify issues on the performance characteristics of a test model. Fluorescent surface oil flow
visualization was employed on three wings tested. The primary goal of using flow visualization was
to ensure that the surface flow quality over the wings tested weren’t hindered by the effects of the
sting. The three models and their corresponding Reynolds number tested are as follows.
• Wortmann FX 63-137 wing: A = 4, λ = 1, Re = 90,000
• Flat-plate wing: A = 2, λ = 1, Re = 140,000
• Flat-plate wing: A = 2, λ = 0.5, Re = 120,000
The process of performing surface oil flow visualization involved the initial application of a
uniform, smooth layer of matte black Ultracote Plus R© on the upper and lower surface of the wing.
The Ultracote Plus layer was necessary since the models were made using SLA curing materials that
skewed photographs taken of the fluorescent oil on the surface of the wing. All flow visualization was
performed on the upper surface as it was deemed to be of most interest given the time constraints.
Also, since flat-plate wings had symmetric airfoils, upper surface flow visualization was sufficient.
After cleaning the wing of impurities (i.e. dust particles, etc.), 10W-30 motor oil was applied
using a lint-free shop rag to the upper surface of the wing. Excess oil was removed to leave a smooth
finish. An airbrush run by regulated Nitrogen gas at 30 psi was then used to apply a thin layer of
a fluorescent leak detector dye-mineral oil mixture onto the upper surface of the airfoil. The mix
contained four drops of Tracer TP34000601 UV fluorescent leak detection die and approximately
250 mL of standard mineral oil. Application of the dye-mineral oil mixture was done with the
wind tunnel running at 20 RPM to allow extra fumes from the airbrush to advect downstream
and not clutter the test section. A check was performed to ensure that the whole upper surface of
the wing was covered with the dye-mineral oil layer by using fluorescent tube black lights. Once
the dye-mineral oil mix was applied, the tunnel was set to the desired test RPM. Given that the
speeds tested were low, it was critical that sufficient time was provided to allow the dye-mineral oil
layer to sufficiently flow under the shear stress from the air stream. The mineral oil ensured that
the dye mix had enough viscosity to not succumb to the influences of gravity too fast. At the low
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Reynolds numbers tested, tests were run for approximately 15 minutes to allow the oil to reveal the
surface patterns required. Photographs were taken immediately after tunnel runs were complete
to minimize movement of the dye-oil layer due to gravity. This process was then repeated for the
different settings required.
Fig. 3.17 shows a photograph of a fluorescent oil flow over the upper surface of the Wortmann
wing at α = 9 deg and Re = 90,000. Several important features of low Reynolds number flow
over wings were discernible such as the laminar flow, laminar separation bubble, and turbulent flow














Fig. 3.15: Upper surface oil flow visualization of major flow features on the Wortmann FX 63-137
A− 4 rectangular wing (α = 9 deg, Re = 90,000).
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3.7 Tare and Interference Determination
The cantilever beam mounting setup for all wings tested made it necessary to account for the
interference and tare effects of the sting. As discussed in Ref. 55, the tare of the sting is its direct
drag effects and the interference are its effect on the free air flow over the wing.
Prior to performing wing tests, sting tares were taken at the different test Reynolds numbers.
Lift, drag and moment voltage measurements of the sting were recorded and stored. The Labview
tunnel code then accounted for the sting effects during wing tests by subtracting the corresponding
sting voltage measurements from the measurements read. Aerodynamics loads were then calculated
from the tare subtracted measurements using the calibration matrix described in Chapter 3.4.
Interference effects of the sting on the wing was tested by mounting a mirror sting to the tunnel
floor as shown in Fig. 3.16(a). Interference tests were performed using the Wortmann FX 63-137
A-4 rectangular wing. The mirror sting was not attached to the wing and a gap of approximately
1 mm was maintained as shown in Fig. 3.16(b). Tests performed at Reynolds numbers of 30,000
and 60,000 showed that the mirror sting had negligible interference effects on the lift, drag and
moment measurements of the wing. This conclusion was further supported by flow visualization
photographs of the Wortmann wing at a Re of 90,000, and a A-2 rectangular flat-plate wing at a
















Fig. 3.16: Experimental setup for mirror sting interference tests: (a) Wortmann FX 63-137 A-4
rectangular wing shown with sting and mirror sting and (b) Mirror sting to wing gap.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3.17: Upper surface oil flow visualization photographs: (a) Wortmann FX 63-137 A-4 rect-




Given the bounded nature of free stream flow in a wind tunnel, model performance characteristics
measured experimentally may not always match the actual aerodynamic performance of the model
in ‘free air’. There exists a number of effects that cause these experimental discrepancies to exist.
As detailed in Ref. 55, various correction methods have been devised to account for these effects.
This section details the various tunnel corrections that were implemented for the three-dimensional
wings tested. The implementations were made in the LRN-FB Labview tunnel code and data
corrections were performed upon completion of a tunnel run. The four most important effects on
the flow-field of a wing in a test section were its buoyancy effects, solid blockage, wake blockage
and its streamline curvature effects.
3.8.1 Buoyancy Effects
Buoyancy effects were assumed to be neglected as the slight increase in tunnel test-section width
discussed in Chapter 3.1 minimizes the thickening effect of the boundary layer. The expanding
test section therefore decreases the static pressure gradient across the tunnel test section thereby
making buoyancy effects negligible. In addition, Ref. 55 state that the ‘horizontal buoyancy’ is
usually insignificant for wings.
3.8.2 Solid Blockage
Solid blockage is the constraining effect of the tunnel walls on the flow around a wing. The wing
causes an effective shrink in test-section area for flow to pass through. As a result, there is an





where K1 is the body shape factor, τ1 is related to the tunnel test-section and the MSF, K1 and
τ1 are determined from figures in Ref. 55, and C is the tunnel test-section area.
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3.8.3 Wake Blockage








(CDu − CDi − CD0) (3.21)
where S is the wing surface area, CDu is the uncorrected drag coefficient, CDi is the uncorrected
induced drag component and CD0 is the uncorrected minimum drag coefficient. When a run is
complete, CD0 and CDi are determined by plotting CLu
2 versus CDu . The minimum value of CDu










As alluded to in Ref. 55, the Maskell approach works well for wings that yield a separation
bubble across the whole span and wings of aspect ratios less than five. Given that the wings tested
were of low-to-moderate aspect ratio, the Maskell approach was deemed to be an acceptable method
of wake blockage correction.
3.8.4 Final Blockage Corrections
Using the calculated solid and wake blockages, the final blockage correction and resultant dynamic
pressure and velocity corrections are given by
εT = εsb + εwb (3.23)
q∞c = q∞u(1 + εT )
2 (3.24)
V∞c = V∞u(1 + εT ) (3.25)
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3.8.5 Streamline Curvature
Streamline curvature effects arise from the distortion of the natural streamlines due to the presence
of wind tunnel walls. Discussed in more detail in Ref. 55, for three dimensional wings, the streamline
curvature correction is related to the variation of boundary-induced upwash along the chord and
accounts for the induced flow of the doubly infinite image system at the lifting line of a real wing.
Given that the dynamic pressure and lift are corrected for blockage, the angle of attack, drag,
and pitching moment are corrected for boundary induced upwash and streamline curvature by
αc = αu +
δS
C






















Uncertainty analysis was carried out on the newly designed LRN-FB force balance and measurement
system by a methodology similar to that discussed in Noe [68]. The methodology involved using the
second-power equation introduced by Kline and McClintock [69] and further discussed by Coleman
and Steel [70].
The total error given by an instrument is a combination of its precision and bias error. Pre-
cision error is a non-repeatable error due to unknown sources affecting measurement. Reduction
of precision error is done by averaging multiple sample sets. Bias error however is a repeatable
error that does not vary with more measurement sample sets from the true value. Experimental
uncertainties calculated using the Kline and McClintock method mainly address bias uncertainties.
Uncertainties due to precision or wind tunnel corrections are not accounted for.
Given an output R that is represented as a function of several measured values, x1, x2,. . .,xn
in the form of Eq. 3.29, the experimental uncertainty associated with output R is found with


























The root-sum-square (RSS) method is employed when multiple uncertainties need to be com-
bined as shown in
UxRSS =
√
(x12 + x22 + x32 + ...+ xn2) (3.31)
3.9.1 Uncertainty Equations
Using the methods described above, the flow conditions and force balance uncertainties are calcu-
lated using the equations shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4.
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Table 3.3: Uncertainty equation table
Property Symbol Uncertainty Equation Partial Derivatives
















































































































Table 3.4: Force uncertainty equation table
Property Symbol Uncertainty Equation Partial Derivatives













































































































3.9.2 Example Test Case Uncertainty Calculation
An example test case was used for uncertainty analysis. The test case used was the Wortmann
FX 63-137A-4 rectangular wing tested at a Reynolds number of 90,000 and angle of attack of 5 deg.
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 show the uncertainties of the pressure and temperature measurement devices
used. Table 3.7 shows the constants that were used for the uncertainty calculations. Table 3.8
presents variables where uncertainties were obtained from known sources (i.e. datasheets, tests,
etc.).
All the flow condition uncertainties calculated for the example test case using equations in
Table 3.3 are shown in Table 3.9. Force/moment coefficent uncertainties calculated for the example
test case using equations in Table 3.4 are shown in Table 3.10. The force/moment uncertainties were




Non-linearity % Full Scale (psi) 0.20 (0.01)
Hysteresis % Full Scale (psi) 0.10 (0.005)
Non-repeatability % Full Scale (psi) 0.02 (0.001)
Accuracy RSS at const. temp % Full Scale (psi) 0.28 (0.014)
MKS Type 221 10 Torr Baratron General Purpose Pressure Transducer
Property Units Values
Pfullscale Torr (psi) 10 (0.19337)
Resolution % Full Scale (psi) 0.01 (0.000019337)




Non-linearity % Full Scale (psi) 0.05 (0.010)
Hysteresis % Full Scale (psi) 0.03 (0.006)
Non-repeatability % Full Scale (psi) 0.01 (0.002)
Accuracy RSS at const. temp % Full Scale (psi) 0.05 (0.010)
Table 3.6: Temperature sensor characteristics
Omega Model CJ Thermocouple
Property Units Values
Compensation Accuracy (25 deg C) deg C (deg R) 0.25 (0.45)
Compensation Accuracy (15 to 35 deg C) deg C (deg R) 0.5 (0.9)
Compensation Accuracy (10 to 50 deg C) deg C (deg R) 0.75 (1.35)
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calculated from the bias error of load tests that were carried out during testing. In load tests, the
LRN-FB was loaded with multiple loads of known actual weights. The bias error between the load
readings and the actual weights were averaged. The averages obtained for lift, drag and moment
were calculated to be 3.28%, 2.66% and 4.56% respectively. The main source of the force/moment
uncertainty was from calibration errors.
Table 3.7: Given constants
Property Units Values
Contraction Ratio (Ats/Ass) - 1/7.5
Gas Constant (R) ft-lb/(slug-deg R) 1716
Reference Temperature (T0) deg R 491.6
Sutherland Temperature (S) deg R 199.8
Reference Dynamic Viscosity (µ0) lb-s/ft
2 3.58E-7
Table 3.8: Known uncertainties
Property Units Reference Absolute Relative
Value Uncertainty Uncertainty (%)
Angle of Attack (α) deg 5 0.02 4
Mean Aerodynamic Chord (c¯) in (ft) 3.5 (0.292) 0.01 (0.000833) 0.29
Wingspan (b) in (ft) 14 (1.167) 0.01 (0.000833) 0.07
Ambient Pressure (Pamb) lb/in
2 (lb/ft2) 14.57 (2097.36) 0.01 (1.44) 0.07
Ambient Temperature (Tamb) deg F (deg R) 67.3 (526.9) 0.9 (0.9) 0.17
Table 3.9: Flow condition uncertainties
Property Units Reference Absolute Relative
Value Uncertainty Uncertainty (%)
Dynamic Pressure (q∞,10 Torr) lb/in2 (lb/ft2) 0.0204 (2.94) 0.000104 (0.0150) 0.51
Ambient Density (ρamb) slug/ft
3 0.00232 1.122E-08 0.17
Dynamic Viscosity (µ) lb-s/ft2 3.78E-07 5.01E-10 0.13
Freestream Velocity (V∞) ft/s 50.3 0.129 0.26
Reynolds Number (Re) - 9000 370.9 0.41
Table 3.10: Force balance uncertainties
Property Units Reference Absolute Relative
Value Uncertainty Uncertainty (%)
Lift (L) lb 0.3082 0.0101 3.28
Drag (D) lb 0.0393 0.00104 2.66
Moment (M) ft-lb 0.00149 6.79E-05 4.56
Lift Coefficient (CL) - 0.308 0.0103 3.33
Drag Coefficient (CD) - 0.0393 0.00107 2.72




Data validation serves as a method of reinforcing and rechecking the quality of the experimental
results acquired using a specific wind tunnel balance. Since the LRN-FB was newly designed, data
validation was performed to ensure that future testing with the LRN-FB was possible. As discussed
in Chapter 3.5, data validation was performed on two main test cases for lift, drag, and moment
data.
4.1 Wortmann FX 63-137 Wing (Check Standard) Validation
The first and primary data validation case was the Wortmann FX 63-137 A-4 rectangular wing.
The Wortmann wing is also the check standard for future testing with the LRN-FB. Lift, drag, and
moment validation for the Wortmann wing was performed to compare with historical data from
Refs. 4, 14, and 63. Aerodynamic performance results obtained for the test validation case using
the LRN-FB are shown in Figs. 4.1–4.3. Data was taken from −15 to 25 deg at increasing and
decreasing angles of attack to capture possible hysteresis effects known to exist in the low Reynolds
number regime.
Lift data at Reynolds numbers of 80,000 and 100,000 from Bastedo and Mueller [4] and March-
man [63] are co-plotted together with the ideal theoretical lift curve for anA-4 wing in Figs. 4.1(a–
b). Figure 4.1(a) shows that the results obtained using the LRN-FB matches the data from Ref. 4 at
low angles of attack. A higher CLmax and a post-stall hysteresis loop is observed though in the data
from Ref. 4 indicative of the formation of a short laminar separation bubble (lower critical Reynolds
number). The lower critical Reynolds number may be due to different wind tunnel turbulence char-
acteristics [51, 63], wing mounting differences, or a combination of both. Figure 4.1(b) shows that
the data lies between the historical data [4, 63]. The large lift curve slope difference seen in the
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data from Bastedo and Mueller [4] in Fig. 4.1(b) may be attributed to their use of semi-span wings.
The same slope differences was seen when comparing two-dimensional airfoil data from Ref. 4 with
Ref. 14 taken at the current UIUC subsonic wind tunnel as shown in Fig. 4.1(c). Figure 4.1(a–b)
also shows that the data obtained using the LRN-FB agrees closely with the theoretical lift curve
for an aspect ratio of 4 wing over the angle of attack range for which the drag is low due to a
relatively small laminar separation bubble effect. The theoretical lifting line slope for a finite wing





Drag comparisons with Bastedo and Mueller [4] at a Reynolds number of 80,000 and 100,000
are shown in Fig. 4.2. Drag data from Ref. 63 was unavailable for the Reynolds number tested.
The general trends and CDmin values from the figure shows good correlation with the data from
Ref. 4. Both Ref. 4 and 63 did not have pitching-moment data, so only two dimensional data was
available for comparison. Quarter-chord pitching moment comparisons between the LRN-FB data
and two-dimensional data from Selig, et al. [14] are presented in Fig. 4.3. The moment curves
from the LRN-FB data in Fig. 4.3(b) show good correlation with Fig. 4.3(a) in the characteristics
observed. There only difference exists in the post-stall moment characteristics as would be expected
because of finite span effects.
Finally, as an added validation, the data from the LRN-FB and the historical data at a Reynolds
number of 100,000 showed post-stall hysteresis in lift, drag, and moment. Post-stall hysteresis will
be further discussed in Chapter 5.
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Re = 80,000  [Ref. 4]
Re = 80,000















Re = 100,000 [Ref. 4]
Re = 100,000 [Ref. 63]
Re = 100,000















Re = 100,000 [Ref. 4]
Re = 100,000 [Ref. 14]
Theoretical 2D Slope




Fig. 4.1: Lift comparison results for the Wortmann FX 63-137 airfoil and A-4 rectangular wing:
(a) Re = 80,000 wing data, (b) Re = 100,000 wing data, and (c) Re =100,000 two-dimensional
data.
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Fig. 4.2: Drag comparison results for the Wortmann FX 63-137 A-4 rectangular wing.





























Fig. 4.3: Moment comparisons for the Wortmann FX 63-137 airfoil andA-4 rectangular wing: (a)
Re = 100,000 two-dimensional data and (b) Re = 100,000 wing data.
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4.2 A-3 Rectangular Flat-Plate Wing Validation
An additional validation case was performed on an A-3 rectangular (λ = 1) flat-plate wing. Val-
idation was performed by comparing with data from Pelletier and Mueller [5] and Shields and
Mohseni [8]. The differences between the A-3 wing tested with the LRN-FB and that tested by
Refs. 5 and 8 were discussed in detail in Chapter 3.5. Lift, drag, moment, and drag polar comparison
results are shown in Figs. 4.4–4.7.
Lift comparison results show close agreement with the theoretical lift curve for an aspect ratio
3 wing and data from Ref. 5. The only difference is the stall angle of attack and maximum
lift coefficient which can be explained by the differences in the models tested as discussed prior.
Similarly, drag data shows good agreement with Ref. 5. An attempt was made to assess whether
the measured and Ref. 5 minimum drag coefficient value of approximately 0.0175 or the Ref. 8
minimum drag coefficient value of approximately 0.04 was more accurate. XFOIL [29] was used to
find the Cd0 for an airfoil similar to the flat plate profile tested. At a Reynolds number of 80,000, the
Cd0 of the airfoil was calculated to be approximately 0.0122. Given that the XFOIL approximation









Re = 80,000 [Ref. 5]
Re = 80,000 [Ref. 8]
Re = 80,000
Lift Curve for AR = 4
Flat Plate with 5−to−1 LE, 10−to−1 TE
AR = 3
λ = 1.00
Fig. 4.4: Lift comparison results for the A-3 rectangular flat-plate wing at a Reynolds number of
80,000.
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Re = 80,000 [Ref. 5]
Re = 80,000 [Ref. 8]
Re = 80,000
Flat Plate with 5−to−1 LE, 10−to−1 TE
AR = 3
λ = 1.00
Fig. 4.5: Drag comparison results for theA-3 rectangular flat-plate wing at a Reynolds number of
80,000.
did not account for wing tip or surface roughness effects, it can be concluded that the measured
and Ref. 5 minimum drag coefficient is of higher accuracy. Finally, moment comparison results
with data from Refs. 5 and 8 show small differences that can be attributed as Ref. 8 suggests to
experimental setup variations between the three tunnels and test model differences.
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Re = 80,000 [Ref. 5]
Re = 80,000 [Ref. 8]
Re = 80,000
Flat Plate with 5−to−1 LE, 10−to−1 TE
AR = 3
λ = 1.00
Fig. 4.6: Moment comparison results for theA-3 rectangular flat-plate wing at a Reynolds number
of 80,000.










Re = 80,000 [Ref. 5]
Re = 80,000 [Ref. 8]
Re = 80,000
Flat Plate with 5−to−1 LE, 10−to−1 TE
AR = 3
λ = 1.00
Fig. 4.7: Drag polar comparison results for the A-3 rectangular flat-plate wing at a Reynolds
number of 80,000.
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4.3 Repeatability of Measurements
The inherently unsteady nature of low Reynolds number aerodynamics made it necessary to ensure
the repeatability of measurements. Therefore, during testing, wing polars are repeated at least
twice to ensure repeatability of data acquired. Figures. 4.8 and 4.9 show repeatability results of the
Wortmann wing and A-3 flat-plate wing. It is to be noted that, the scatter in the data decreases
with increasing loads measured. The slight variation in the drag values close to α=0 seen in Fig. 4.9
are discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.2.1.















Fig. 4.8: Repeatability of the Wortmann FX 63-137 A-4 rectangular wing at a Reynolds number
of 100,000.
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Re = 100,000 [Run 1] Re = 100,000 [Run 2]
Flat Plate with 5−to−1 LE, 10−to−1 TE
AR = 3
λ = 1.00




The data presented in this chapter are performance data for the Wortmann FX 63-137A-4 rectan-
gular (λ = 1) wing and 10 flat-plate wings that were tested as discussed in Chapter 3.5. A detailed
table of all the wings tested is presented in Table 5.1. Model configuration, test configuration, fig-
ure and page numbers, run numbers, and other test details are listed in Table 5.1. Sting numbers
listed in Table 5.1 represent file names of recorded sting tare voltage measurements used for each
corresponding run.
Drag polars, and lift and moment curves at varying Re for the Wortmann FX 63-137 wing are
shown in Fig. 5.1. For the flat-plate wing tests, three key characteristics were varied, Reynolds
number Re, aspect ratioA, and taper ratio λ. Drag polars and lift and moment curves at varying
Re for all 10 flat-plate wings are presented in Figs. 5.2–5.11. Figure and page numbers for these
plots can be obtained from Table 5.1. In addition, performance comparison results are presented
where A is varied with respect to λ and Re (Figs. 5.12–5.25), and λ is varied with respect to A
and Re (Figs. 5.26–5.40).
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Table 5.1: Test matrix and run number index.
c
mac
b α Sting Run 
Airfoil Configuration  (ft) (ft) Range Fig. p. Fig. p. # #
Clean 40,000 0186sga 0431aj
Aspect Ratio=4  60,000 0187sga 0432aj










5-to-1 Leading Edge Clean 80,000 0114saj 0227ga
10-to-1 Trailing Edge Aspect Ratio =2 90,000 0115saj 0228ga
Flat Plate λ = 0.5 100,000 0116saj 0229ga
120,000 0117saj 0230ga
5-to-1 Leading Edge Clean 80,000 0195sga 0448aj
10-to-1 Trailing Edge Aspect Ratio = 2 100,000 0196sga 0446ga
Flat Plate λ = 0.75 0196sga 0452cs
120,000 0197sga 0449aj
140,000 0198sga 0450cs
5-to-1 Leading Edge Clean 80,000 0195sga 0441ga
10-to-1 Trailing Edge Aspect Ratio = 2 100,000 0196sga 0439ga
Flat Plate λ = 1 120,000 0197sga 0442ga
140,000 0198sga 0443ga
160,000 0199sga 0444ga
5-to-1 Leading Edge Clean 60,000 0164sga 0377ar
10-to-1 Trailing Edge Aspect Ratio = 3 80,000 0165sga 0376ar


















Lift, Drag, & Moment Data




























5-to-1 Leading Edge Clean 60,000 0164sga 0371ga
10-to-1 Trailing Edge Aspect Ratio = 3 80,000 0165sga 0372ga
Flat Plate  λ = 0.75 100,000 0166sga 0369ga
0166sga 0374ga
120,000 0167sga 0373ga
5-to-1 Leading Edge Clean 60,000 0164sga 0383ar
10-to-1 Trailing Edge Aspect Ratio = 3 80,000 0165sga 0384ar
Flat Plate λ = 1 100,000 0166sga 0386ar
0166sga 0381ga
120,000 0167sga 0385ar
5-to-1 Leading Edge Clean 60,000 0170sga 0403ga
10-to-1 Trailing Edge Aspect Ratio = 4 80,000 0171sga 0404ga
Flat Plate λ = 0.5 100,000 0172sga 0405ga
120,000 0173sga 0406ga
5-to-1 Leading Edge Clean 60,000 0176sga 0412ar
10-to-1 Trailing Edge Aspect Ratio = 4 80,000 0177sga 0413ar




5-to-1 Leading Edge Clean 60,000 0170sga 0396cs
10-to-1 Trailing Edge Aspect Ratio = 4 80,000 0171sga 0395cs
Flat Plate λ = 1 100,000 0172sga 0394cs
120,000 0173sga 0399cs
5-to-1 Leading Edge Clean 60,000 0182sar 0420ga
10-to-1 Trailing Edge Aspect Ratio = 5 80,000 0183sar 0421ga













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This chapter discusses the aerodynamic performance measurements presented in Chapter 5. Aero-
dynamic trends emanating from the tests performed are also analyzed and presented.
6.1 Wortmann FX 63-137 Wing Results
The Wortmann FX 63-137A-4 rectangular wing was chosen because it has been used extensively in
small aircraft and RC models owing primarily to its high-lift capabilities at low Reynolds numbers.
As a result, the FX 63-137 airfoil and wing have been widely tested in many wind tunnel facilities.
Drag polars, lift curves, and moment curves at varying Reynolds numbers for the Wortmann wing
are shown in Fig. 5.1. Data were taken from an angle of attack of −15 to 25 deg for increasing and
then decreasing angles of attack to capture possible aerodynamic hysteresis.
Figure 5.1 shows that the critical Reynolds number for the Wortmann wing is 90,000. A jump
in lift-to-drag ratio occurs at this Reynolds number. For Reynolds numbers less than 90,000, stall
occurs via a long laminar separation bubble that does not reattach, thereby resulting in a shallow
lift curve. Laminar separation occurs when the laminar boundary layer encounters an adverse
pressure gradient that is strong enough to cause it to separate from the wing surface. At Reynolds
numbers less than 90,000, the separated laminar boundary or shear layer has insufficient energy to
form a short laminar separation bubble by transitioning to turbulent flow and reattaching to the
wing.
At the critical Reynolds number of 90,000, both pre-stall and post-stall hysteresis phenomena
are observed on the Wortmann wing. Pre-stall hysteresis, as discussed in Ref. 71, is a type of
lift hysteresis that is caused initially by laminar stall with increasing angle of attack. As the
angle of attack increases further, the separated laminar shear layer suddenly forms a short laminar
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separation bubble over the wing. The laminar separation bubble formation yields a large jump in the
lift of the wing and corresponding increase in the lift-to-drag ratio. The effect of bubble formation
is also captured in the drag and moment data. With decreasing angles of attack, however, the drop
in lift occurs at a lower angle of attack compared with the prior jump. This delay happens because
there is a delay in the disintegration (‘bursting’) of the short bubble caused by the instabilities
inherent in the turbulent flow over the surface of the wing. To date, as far as the author is aware,
pre-stall hysteresis has not been captured in literature for Wortmann FX 63-137 airfoils or wings
and has been rarely observed on other airfoils [72]. Although repeatably reproduced, pre-stall
hysteresis for the Wortmann wing only occurred at a Reynolds number of 90,000 for the Wortmann
wing. Any slight deviations from the 90,000 Reynolds number resulted in no pre-stall hysteresis.
Post-stall hysteresis is observed and repeatably reproduced at Reynolds numbers of 90,000 and
100,000. Post-stall hysteresis occurs when the laminar separation bubble on the wing upper surface
bursts, and flow separation occurs, resulting in a large loss of lift. As angle of attack then decreases,
the laminar separation bubble reattaches at an angle of attack lower than that for which the burst
occurred, thereby creating the post-stall hysteresis loop.
Another conclusion that was obtained from the performance results was that the stall angle of
attack is observed to increase with an increase in Reynolds number. Also, it is important to note
the increase in the zero-lift angle of attack with decreasing Reynolds number. This trend is similar
to that discussed in Bastedo and Mueller [4].
Surface oil-flow visualization tests were performed at a number of angles of attack to further
understand the interesting flow phenomena on the Wortmann wing at a Reynolds number of 90,000.
Figures 6.1(a–h) show photographs of the upper surface of the Wortmann wing at these different
angles of attack. Laminar flow accompanied by flow separation or a long separation bubble is seen
at an α of −2 and 7 deg. The bubble moves toward the leading edge of the wing with increasing
angle of attack. For both these angles of attack, it can be also observed that turbulent flow has
not fully developed over the trailing-edge section of the wing. At an α of 9 deg, the long bubble
‘collapses’ into a short separation bubble. Fully developed turbulent flow is also seen at the trailing
edge of the wing. It can be concluded that because the short separation bubble formed, the jump
in the lift for the wing has prematurely occurred and the pre-stall hysteresis stage was bypassed.
The premature tripping of the wing boundary layer may have been caused by the slight surface
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roughness produced by the texture of the flow visualization oil.
The short separation bubble is seen to further move toward the leading edge and reduce in

























Fig. 6.1: Upper surface oil flow visualization of major flow features on the Wortmann FX 63-137A-
4 rectangular wing at a Re of 90,000: (a) α = −2 deg (increasing α), (b) α = 7 deg (increasing α),
(c) α = 9 deg (increasing α), (d) α = 12 deg (increasing α), (e) α = 14 deg (increasing α), (f) α
= 18 deg (increasing α), (g) α = 22 deg (increasing α), and (h) α = 18 deg (decreasing α).
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with the separation bubble and turbulent regions convering most of the upper surface of the wing.
From an α of −2 to 14 deg, a steady growth is observed in the disturbance caused by the wing tip
vortices. The steady growth is most likely caused by the strength of wing tip vortices that increase
with lift. At an α of 18 deg, the bubble is not present, and the steady bands of oil on the upper
surface of the wing represent the fully turbulent region of the flow over the wing. Finally, at an α
of 22 deg, the unaltered oil flow indicates complete flow separation from the upper surface of the
wing. Post-stall hysteresis was captured when the angle of attack of the wing was initially set to
22 deg and then reduced to 18 deg during a flow visualization test run. Figure 6.1(h) shows that
the flow was still fully separated in comparison with the fully turbulent flow in Fig. 6.1(f).
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6.2 Flat-Plate Wing Results
For the flat-plate wing tests, drag polars, and lift and moment curves are shown for all ten flat-plate
wings described in Chapter 3.5. Data was taken from −20 to 30 deg for increasing and decreasing
angles of attack. A large angle-of-attack range was chosen to capture post-stall effects of the flat-
plate wing. The flat-plate wing results are presented in terms of Reynolds number effects, aspect
ratio effects, and taper ratio effects as shown below.
6.2.1 Reynolds Number Effects
The drag polars, and lift and moment curves from Figs. 5.2–5.11 shows a number of interesting
observations related to an increase in Reynolds number. Firstly, there is a widening of the drag
bucket with increasing Reynolds number. The widening of the drag bucket suggests a reduction in
the degree of separated flow over the flat-plate wings when the Reynolds number increases.
A decreasing minimum drag coefficient CDmin is generally seen for wings of aspect ratio 3 to 5.
Aspect ratio 2 wings however show scatter in the CDmin values. To further understand the scatter
in CDmin , the minimum drag coefficient for all flat-plate wings as a function of Reynolds number
are presented in Fig. 6.2. Theoretically, the minimum drag coefficient of a flat plate should decrease
with increasing Reynolds number. The results shown in Figure 6.2 though does not fully satisfy
this prediction. Part of the reason, as noted in Pelletier and Mueller [5], is that the forces being
measured were very low. The low forces meant that the scatter in the CDmin values were within
uncertainty levels of each other. In addition, since sting measurements had to be taken prior to
wing tests, there could have been small setup differences with and without the wing that was not
accounted for. As a result, any minimal offset in the CD vs α curve of a particular wing would
create the differences observed and therefore skew results.
The issues created by the scatter in CDmin values are also observed in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 where
the trends of (CL/CD)max and (CL
3/2/CD)max as a function of Reynolds number are presented
for flat-plate wings. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 are presented as they relate to the maximum range and
endurance of propeller-driven aircraft respectively. The general trends observed for both figures
were that both maximum range and endurance increased with Reynolds number.
For the lift curves, an increase in CLmax and lift curve slope CLα is seen from Figs. 5.2–5.11.
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The CLmax increase with Reynolds number is further verified in Fig. 6.5. The general increasing
CLα trends with respect to Reynolds number seen is observed in Fig. 6.6 where lift curve slopes
for all flat-plate wings as a function of Reynolds number are co-plotted. The trends witnessed are
smooth (low scatter) as the slopes were calculated by fitting the data to a linear trendline thereby
reducing its variance. Figure 6.6 also shows the difference in slopes with respect to aspect ratios
tested. Apart from the aspect ratio 4 wings, there also seems to be very little difference between
the slopes of different taper ratio wings.
Stall for the flat-plate wings occurs as a result of laminar separation as it is not accompanied by












Flat Plate AR=2 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=2 λ=0.75
Flat Plate AR=2 λ=1.00
Flat Plate AR=3 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=3 λ=0.75
Flat Plate AR=3 λ=1.00
Flat Plate AR=4 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=4 λ=0.75
Flat Plate AR=4 λ=0.50




 vs Reynolds Number
Fig. 6.2: CDmin as a function of Reynolds number for flat-plate wings.
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Flat Plate AR=2 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=2 λ=0.75
Flat Plate AR=2 λ=1.00
Flat Plate AR=3 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=3 λ=0.75
Flat Plate AR=3 λ=1.00
Flat Plate AR=4 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=4 λ=0.75
Flat Plate AR=4 λ=0.50







 vs Reynolds Number
Fig. 6.3: (CL/CD)max as a function of Reynolds number for flat-plate wings.
a large drop in lift, and a critical Reynolds number is not observed. The lack of a critical Reynolds
number suggests that the laminar boundary (shear) layer that separates from the central region
of the flat-plate wing was unable to reattach resulting in no laminar separation bubble formation.
For post-stall angles of attack, the lift and moment of the wing stays roughly the same. However,
there is a corresponding decrease in the lift-to-drag ratio of the wing that results from an increase
in the wake drag with angle of attack. Finally, no flow hysteresis was observed.
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Flat Plate AR=2 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=2 λ=0.75
Flat Plate AR=2 λ=1.00
Flat Plate AR=3 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=3 λ=0.75
Flat Plate AR=3 λ=1.00
Flat Plate AR=4 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=4 λ=0.75
Flat Plate AR=4 λ=0.50







 vs Reynolds Number
Fig. 6.4: (CL
3/2/CD)max as a function of Reynolds number for flat-plate wings.
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Flat Plate AR=2 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=2 λ=0.75
Flat Plate AR=2 λ=1.00
Flat Plate AR=3 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=3 λ=0.75
Flat Plate AR=3 λ=1.00
Flat Plate AR=4 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=4 λ=0.75
Flat Plate AR=4 λ=0.50




 vs Reynolds Number
Fig. 6.5: CLmax as a function of Reynolds number for flat-plate wings.
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Flat Plate AR=2 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=2 λ=0.75
Flat Plate AR=2 λ=1.00
Flat Plate AR=3 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=3 λ=0.75
Flat Plate AR=3 λ=1.00
Flat Plate AR=4 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=4 λ=0.75
Flat Plate AR=4 λ=0.50
Flat Plate AR=5 λ=1.00
C
Lα
 vs Reynolds Number
Fig. 6.6: CLα as a function of Reynolds number for flat-plate wings.
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6.2.2 Aspect Ratio Effects
Flat-plate wing comparison results where A is varied for a fixed λ and Re (Figs 5.12–5.25) shows
an increase in drag bucket size with aspect ratio especially from an aspect ratio of 2. At low aspect
ratios, the drag due to the wing tip vortices reduces the drag bucket size. Correspondingly the
stall angle of attack also increases resulting in a smaller lift curve slope in comparison with higher
aspect ratio wings. Finally, in terms of moment, moments of larger magnitude are induced in the
stall and post-stall regions of the wing for lower aspect ratio wings.
Lift curve slopes (CLα) for different flat-plate wings are presented as a function of aspect ratio
in Fig. 6.7(a–c). Each subfigure in Fig. 6.7 represents results for different taper ratios. In addition,
both the theoretical lifting line slope and Helmbold’s low aspect ratio straight wing equation slopes
are co-plotted against the flat-plate wing slopes. The theoretical lifting line slope is given from






Figure 6.7 shows that the flat-plate wing slopes follow the general trends given by the theoretical
lifting line and Helmbold’s equation. It is interesting to note that with increasing Reynolds number
the flat-plate wing lift curve slopes tend to converge towards the theoretical lifting line slope
(Eq. 4.1).
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 vs Aspect Ratio
λ = 0.50
(a)





















 vs Aspect Ratio
λ = 0.75
(b)






















 vs Aspect Ratio
λ = 1.00
(c)
Fig. 6.7: CLα as a function of A for flat-plate wings: (a) λ = 0.5, (b) λ = 0.75, and (c) λ = 1.
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6.2.3 Taper Ratio Effects
Flat-plate wing comparison results where λ is varied for a fixedA and Re (Figs. 5.26–5.40) showed
minimal taper ratio effects at low Reynolds numbers.
Figure 6.6 shows that taper ratio seems to have a negligible effect on the lift curve slope of the
wing at aspect ratios of 2 and 3 which suggests that the effects of taper ratio are attenuated at low
aspect ratios owing to the dominance of vortex lift. However, the lift curves and drag polars from
Figs. 5.26–5.40 show that with increasing taper ratio, a more flattened stall occurs. Lift curves for
rectangular wings (λ=1) show constant post-stall lift whereas tapered wings exhibit a small drop in
lift initially during stall. In addition, CLmax is observed to increase with taper ratio. The post-stall
lift and CLmax effects are both seen to be more pronounced with increasing aspect ratio as shown in
Fig 6.5 which is understandable because for low aspect ratio wings, vortex lift dominates regardless
of the taper ratio.
Taper ratio effects are seen in the moment curves where lower moments are observed in the
post-stall region with increasing taper ratio. The differences observed become more pronounced at
lower aspect ratios.
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6.3 Performance Comparison ofA-4 Rectangular Wings
Although of the same aspect ratio and planform, both the Wortmann FX 63-137 A-4 rectangu-
lar wing and the A-4 rectangular flat-plate wing have very different aerodynamic characteristics.
This fact is vividly visualized in Figs. 5.1 and 5.10. To gain a better understanding of the perfor-
mance characteristics of each wing, the maximum range ((CL/CD)max) and maximum endurance
((CL
3/2/CD)max) of each wing are presented as a function of Reynolds number in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9.
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show that the formation of the short laminar separation bubble on the
Wortmann wing has a large effect on its performance. A large performance jump is seen at Reynolds






















 vs Reynolds Number
AR = 4
λ = 1.00
Fig. 6.8: Maximum range ((CL/CD)max) as a function of Reynolds number for the A-4, λ = 1
wings.
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 vs Reynolds Number
AR = 4
λ = 1.00
Fig. 6.9: Maximum endurance ((CL
3/2/CD)max) as a function of Reynolds number for the A-4,
λ = 1 wings.
numbers more than 90,000. In comparison, the performance characteristics of the A-4 flat-plate
wing generally increases with Reynolds number and exceeds that of the Wortmann wing for most
Reynolds numbers tested. An important resultant conclusion of these observations is that for low
Reynolds number, low-to-moderate aspect ratio wings, the maximum lift of an airfoil plays a less
significant role in comparison with its drag characteristics on the performance of the wing. An
improvement in the lift performance of a wing does not necessarily justify the high drag penalties
that would be incurred in the low Reynolds number flight regime.
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Chapter 7
Summary, Conclusions, and Future
Work
7.1 Summary and Conclusions
In summary, it was realized that there was an area of experimental research need in the low-to-
moderate aspect ratio, low Reynolds number regime. In response to this need, a new external
platform force balance, the LRN-FB, was designed, fabricated, and assembled to carry out low
Reynolds number wing testing at the UIUC subsonic wind tunnel.
The LRN-FB was validated with the use of a mirror sting test, flow visualization techniques, and
data comparisons with historical data. Experimental mirror sting and surface oil-flow visualization
results showed that the sting mounting setup used had minimal interference effects on the flow over
a wing. Historical data comparisons for two different wings also showed good agreement in lift,
drag, and moment data.
As a check standard test and to further understand flow phenomena over low-to-moderate aspect
ratio wings, aerodynamic performance results and surface oil-flow visualization results were taken
for the Wortmann FX 63-137 A-4 rectangular wing. The results suggested that there exists a
critical Reynolds number (Re = 90,000) for which a jump in lift and lift-to-drag ratio occurs. In
addition, both pre-stall and post-stall hysteresis were captured at this Reynolds number. Surface
oil-flow visualization was used to chart and discuss the progress of the laminar flow, separation-
bubble, turbulent flow, and wing-tip region with change in angle of attack at a Reynolds number
of 90,000. With flow visualization, pre-stall hysteresis was not captured, but post-stall hysteresis
was captured successfully.
Ten rectangular and tapered, flat-plate, low-to-moderate aspect ratio (2≤ A ≤5) wings were
also tested at Reynolds numbers of 60,000 to 160,000. The results obtained suggested that for flat
plates, there is either no critical Reynolds number or that the critical Reynolds number does not
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seem to lie between the Reynolds numbers of 60,000 and 160,000. Aerodynamic hysteresis was also
not found for the flat-plate wings at the tested conditions.
Given that the Reynolds number, aspect ratio, and taper ratio were the three main parameters
varied for the flat-plate wings tested, a number of conclusions were observed. With increasing
Reynolds number an increase in lift curve slope (CLα), CLmax and a widening of the drag bucket
was observed. A generally decreasing CDmin with increasing Reynolds number was also observed
despite the scatter seen in the data due to the low forces measured. With an increase in aspect
ratio, an increase in the lift curve slope and widening of the drag bucket was observed. The lift
curve slopes were seen to conform between the slopes calculated from Hembold’s equation and
lifting line theory. Minimal effects were observed with changes in taper ratio. Also, the post-stall
data for the flat-plate wings showed that lift and moment were relatively constant with increasing
angles of attack up to 30 deg.
Finally, when the performance of the Wortmann FX 63-137 A-4 rectangular wing and the
A-4 rectangular flat-plate wing were compared in terms of (CL/CD)max and (CL
3/2/CD)max as a
function of Reynolds number, better range and endurance performance characteristics were observed
for the flat-place wing. The results suggested that although the proliferation of small-scaled UAVs
both in military and commercial environments has created an increasing need for higher payload
capacities and increased endurance times, a conflicting tradeoff remains, whereby an improvement
in the lift performance of a wing does not necessarily justify the high drag penalties incurred in the
low Reynolds number flight regime.
7.2 Future Work
The LRN-FB serves as a platform to expand the low Reynolds number experimental work performed
by the UIUC Applied Aerodynamics Group. Given that a multitude of airfoils and propellers have
already been tested, further wing testing may be done where parameters such as wing-tip geometry,
wing twist and spanwise airfoil geometry can be varied to help provide a better understanding of
the performance of wings in the low Reynolds number regime.
In addition, a possible next step in research would be to perform propeller-wing combination
experiments. For low-to-moderate aspect ratio wings, a large portion of the flow over the wing can
117
come from the slipstream of a propeller. Experiments can be performed where a propeller setup
is mounted separately but changes with the angle-of-attack of the wing. In this way the LRN-FB


















































































Tabulated Drag Polar Data
Appendix B contains all of the polar data seen in Chapter 5. The data presented in this appendix
is identified by airfoil name, figure number, and run number. The airfoil name is an identification
given during testing. For example, the ‘CHK-STD-1’ refers to the Wortmann FX 63-137 A-4
rectangular wing. For a flat-plate wing example, in ‘AR2-l050-FP1’, ‘AR2’ refers to an aspect ratio


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tabulated Lift and Moment Data
Appendix C contains all of the lift and moment data seen in Chapter 5. The data presented in
this appendix is identified by airfoil name, figure number, and run number. The airfoil name is
an identification given during testing. For example, the ‘CHK-STD-1’ refers to the Wortmann
FX 63-137 A-4 rectangular wing. For a flat-plate wing example, in ‘AR2-l050-FP1’, ’AR2’ refers




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Information presented in this appendix contains CAD drawings of the machined components of the
LRN-FB. Documentation is provided to assist future researchers in the event that a component
needs to be remanufactured. Table D.1 below lists details of the machined components used. The
heading ’Quantity’ represents the number of parts needed to construct a complete balance. All
components except for the sting were machined from aluminum, more specifically AL-6061.
Table D.1: LRN-FB machining list
Part Quantity Figure / Page
MILL
Rig Base 1 Fig. D.1 / Pg. 182
Lift Base 1 Fig. D.2 / Pg. 183
Drag Base 1 Fig. D.3 / Pg. 184
Absolute Optical Encoder Plate 1 Fig. D.4 / Pg. 185
Top Roller Bearing Base 1 Fig. D.5 / Pg. 186
Lift Mounting Bracket 8 Fig. D.6 / Pg. 187
Drag Mounting Bracket 8 Fig. D.7 / Pg. 188
Encoder Mounting Bracket 4 Fig. D.8 / Pg. 189
Load Cell Bracket Mounting Bracket 2 Fig. D.9 / Pg. 190
Lift Pivot Arm 4 Fig. D.10 / Pg. 191
Drag Pivot Arm 4 Fig. D.11 / Pg. 192
Encoder Base Arm 4 Fig. D.12 / Pg. 193
DC Motor Mount 1 Fig. D.13 / Pg. 194
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Table D.1: Continued.
Part Quantity Figure / Page
Worm Shaft Mounting Bracket 1 Fig. D.14 / Pg. 195
Lift Carriage Stiffener 4 Fig. D.20 / Pg. 201
Drag Carriage Stiffener 4 Fig. D.21 / Pg. 202
Lift Load Cell Base Mounting 1 1 Fig. D.22 / Pg. 203
Lift Load Cell Base Mounting 2 1 Fig. D.23 / Pg. 204
Drag Load Cell Base Mounting 1 1 Fig. D.24 / Pg. 205
Drag Load Cell Base Mounting 2 1 Fig. D.25 / Pg. 206
Pre-Loading Mounting Bracket 2 Fig. D.26 / Pg. 207
Pre-Loading Mount 1 1 Fig. D.27 / Pg. 208
Pre-Loading Mount 2 1 Fig. D.28 / Pg. 209
Pre-Loading L-Shape Bracket 1 Fig. D.29 / Pg. 210
Pre-Loading Corner Bracket 5 Fig. D.30 / Pg. 211
Pre-Loading L-Shape Bracket 2 Fig. D.31 / Pg. 212
LATHE
Lower Tapered Bearing Fitting 1 Fig. D.15 / Pg. 196
Flexural Pivot Fitting 1 Fig. D.16 / Pg. 197
Torque Sensor-Flexural Pivot Fitting 1 Fig. D.17 / Pg. 198
Worm Gear-Torque Sensor Connector Fitting 1 Fig. D.18 / Pg. 199
Worm Gear-Optical Encoder Fitting 1 Fig. D.19 / Pg. 200
Main Sting (connected to flexure) 1 Fig. D.32 / Pg. 213




















































































Fig. D.1: LRN-FB rig base.
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2-64 Threaded Hole 0.2"
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4 10-32 Clearance Holes
Bearing Fit OD: 4 7/16" (4.4375")
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SECTION A-A SCALE 1.5 : 1
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Fig. D.31: LRN-FB pre-loading corner bracket.
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0.200 in 0.450 in
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SECTION B-B SCALE 1 : 1
Fig. D.33: LRN-FB secondary sting.
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